Learning from positive and unlabeled examples (PU learning) has been a hot topic for classification in machine learning. The key feature of this problem is that there is no labeled negative training data, which makes the traditional classification techniques inapplicable. According to this feature, we propose an algorithm called biased locality-sensitive support vector machine based on density (BLSBD-SVM) for PU learning which takes unlabeled examples as negative examples with noise. Our approach as the variant of Locality-Sensitive support vector machine (LSSVM) not only has a lot of advantages of local learning, but also makes good use of the prior information of training examples by adding the relative density degrees of training points. The experimental results on bioinformatics data show the effectiveness of our algorithm.
Introduction
Support vector machine (SVM) [1, 2] which is derived from statistical learning theory and optimization methods has attracted substantial interest in the community of machine learning and pattern recognition. SVM aims at seeking a compromise between model complexity and learning ability according to the limited example information, in order to achieve the best of generalization performance. SVM not only solves small sample, overfitting, high dimension and local solution troubled in other learning algorithms, but also has strong generalization ability. So this technology has widely used in many fields, such as script recognition, text classification, bioinformatics, etc.
A large number of labeled training examples of each class are needed for accurate learning in traditional SVM. Since labeling is typically done manually, it is labor intensive and time consuming. Sometimes, the collected points are inaccurate and unreliable. As a result, we may face with the situation that there are less positive points and lots of unlabeled data points. The kind of problem whose classifier is built based on positive and unlabeled points is referred to as PU (positive and unlabeled examples) problem.
In PU learning, different strategies [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] have been proposed to deal with the unlabeled examples. One-class SVM [3] constructs classifier only using the positive examples, regardless of unlabeled example points. In twostep method, firstly some credible negative example points are selected from the unlabeled examples, secondly these selected examples are used to build classifier together with the positive examples [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Although the two-step method is more complex than one-class SVM, the effectiveness of classification is better than one-class SVM. Bing Liu proposed Biased-SVM in which the unlabeled example set can be directly seen as a negative class set with noise and need to be given a smaller penalty parameter compared with the penalty parameter of positive examples [12] . In [16, 17] , the unlabeled examples are divided into four levels according to the probability of belonging to the positive and negative classes: SN (strong negative), RN (reliable negative), PN (potential negative) and PP (potential positive), and then the divided examples are used to build classifier. Comprehensively speaking, Biased-SVM is a simple and effective method in PU learning, at least better than the two-step method in terms of accuracy [12] . In this paper, we present an algorithm based on Biased-SVM called Biased Locality-Sensitive Support Vector Machine Based on Density (BLSBD-SVM). Manifest features of BLSBD-SVM are as follows:
Relative Density Degree and Its Measuring Method
In the following, we introduce the concept of relative density degree and method of measuring relative density degrees of an example from a given training data set.
Roughly speaking, the relative density degree of an example represents how dense the region in which the corresponding example locates is compared to other region in a given data set. For a given data set, if an example lies in a relative dense region, its relative density degree is bigger than that of the example in a sparse region.
There is one method to calculate the relative density degrees of examples in [18] . First, we introduce briefly several symbols.
Let N be the number of class, 
In order to reflect the density distribution in finding partition hyperplane, the relative density degree is introduced into inequality constraint of the traditional SVM in [18] .
Locality-Sensitive SVM
The actual data sets often show characteristics of complex and huge scale. A single model in the whole space reveals poor generalization ability and high computational cost. So constructing a series of local classifiers may be a wise decision. Local classifiers have shown lots of advantages. However, most of them are restricted in overfitting phenomenon.
To avoid overfitting phenomenon and control the complexity of a strong learner with high VC dimension, Guojun Qi et al. presented a Locality-Sensitive support vector machine (LSSVM) [19] by imposing a global regularization across local regions and local correlation. Locality-Sensitive SVM is a local learning method.
Given a training set   
LSSVM is to find a global classifier :
satisfying the following optimization problem:
 is the local correlation term which plays an important role in connecting the local classifiers to the global reference classifier, and it serves to regularize the local classifier with the global structure on the whole feature space.
The global classifier () 
Method: Formulation of the Proposed BLSBD SVM
Great success is obtained by local classifiers [20, 21, 22] in classification task due to its powerful discriminating ability. Particularly, LSSVM has many striking properties as one of local classifiers. We expect that LSSVM can play a role in PU learning. Meanwhile, Biased-SVM [12] is the most simple and very effective in PU learning. It views all unlabeled examples as negative examples with noise and gives them a smaller penalty parameter. In addition, the examples with higher relative density degree are very important to the decision function [23] and the relative margins of points need to be optimized by some algorithms [24, 25] . Inspired by the above thought, we propose a new classifier called Biased Locality-Sensitive Support Vector Machine Based on Density (BLSBD-SVM) for PU learning, including linear and nonlinear versions.
Linear BLSBD-SVM
For PU learning, assume that the given data set are   ( , ) , 1 , 1, , 
viewing all unlabeled examples as negative examples with noise. Now the PU learning problem is transferred into a classical binary classification problem. Then, by introducing the relative density degree into inequality constraints of LSSVM, the formulation of our linear BLSBD-SVM is as follows: NMare the numbers of the positive and the negative samples in the l -th local region respectively, the number of the local regions is L , the correlation matrix of the samples in the l -th local region is
The penalty parameters are ,, CC   (the penalty parameter of the positive samples is C  , the penalty parameter of the negative samples is C  ). By introducing the Lagrangian function and duality theory, the dual problem of (5) is as follows:
where CC   ,
For any sample falling into the t -th local region, we can make a decision by the following function: ()
Nonlinear BLSBD-SVM
By introducing the kernel function:
the linear formulation of BLSBD-SVM can be extended into nonlinear version. The nonlinear BLSBD-SVM can be written as:
By introducing the Lagrangian function and duality theory, the dual problem of (9) is as follows: The nonlinear BLSBD-SVM aims to find the decision function t f :
Table 1. BLSBD-SVM Algorithm

Input:
The training set:
The number of nearest neighbors: k ;
The number of all local regions: L ;
The Gaussian kernel parameter:  
Results
We use a bioinformatics data set for the experiments. In our experiments, the popular F score and AUC [26] are used as the evaluation measures of PU learning. In the PU learning, Biased-SVM is the state-of-the-art method and our algorithm (BLSBD-SVM) is presented based on it. Thus, we investigate the performance of the proposed BLSBD-SVM in comparison with the existing Biased-SVM on the data set.
Data Introduction
To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we conduct experiments on the protein palmitoylation sites prediction data set. Protein palmitoylation is a process of lipidated modification after protein translation. The study on Protein post-translational modification sites not only contributes to understand its great significance in the real world, but also provides a great support for developing drug in future. A modified form of the protein palmitoylation was found in 30 years ago. However, related research made progress in the last decade. Numerous studies show that protein palmitoylation modified, regulating protein stability, activity, and intracellular membrane fusion-mediated protein transport and locate specific subcellular organelles involved in regulating a variety of cell signaling pathways and mediated by protein-protein and protein-lipid qualitative interaction [27] . Palmitoylation proteins are involved in membrane lipid composition of various domains, and promote positioning itself or other proteins in the membrane lipid rafts, and play a key role in specific diseases, such as participation in the development of tumors. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss and study for protein palmitoylation sites prediction. In addition, biological experimental methods have a high cost in terms of time and money. Then, people pay more and more attention to its calculated methods.
Data Processing
In the work [28] , the protein palmitoylation sites prediction data set is viewed directly as a binary classification data set to learn a classifier and most of the processing methods [29] are same as it for this problem. That is, the examples outside the positive examples are considered as negative points. In fact, for the negative point, its true label cannot be identified. Therefore, it is more reasonable that the protein palmitoylation sites prediction data set is seen as a data set of PU learning. Namely the examples except the positive examples in the data set are seen as the unlabeled points, although these unlabeled points may contain a few of positive points. For the data set on protein palmitoylation sites prediction, we want to find the real results when the unlabeled points contain different ratio of positive examples. We make a process on this data set as follows: randomly select half of the positive examples and half of the negative points together to constitute the training set, and all of the remaining data constitute the test set. 
Experimental Results
Because our algorithm is presented based on Biased-SVM and Biased-SVM has shown effectiveness in PU learning. Therefore, we focus on comparing Biased-SVM and the proposed algorithm (BLSBD-SVM) in the following experiments. Evaluation measures are popular F score and AUC. F score takes into account of both recall (r) and precision (p), F=2pr/ (p + r). The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is an important measure of the accuracy of a decision function. A decision function with perfect accuracy will have an AUC of 1. The bigger the F score and AUC, the more accurate the decision function. The popular package called libsvm is used to learn the classifier.
In the experiment, K-means is employed to implement the division of the whole feature space due to its simplicity and effectiveness. The relative density degree of each sample is calculated by (3) . We use Gaussian radial basis function kernel here. The parameter k (the number of nearest neighbors) in calculating the relative density degree is selected from   
parameters are selected by a ten-fold cross validation procedure on the training set. Table 2 shows the performance between Biased-SVM and BLSBD-SVM in terms of F score by 50 running under varying "a" value. The mean AUC for Biased-SVM and BLSBD-SVM is shown by 50 running under varying "a" value in Table 3 . Figure 1 illustrates the performance curves of Biased-SVM and BLSBD-SVM on the protein palmitoylation sites prediction data set in terms of F score. Here, the ratio of positive examples in unlabeled examples ("a" value) increases from 10 to 100 with an interval of 10. Accordingly, Figure 2 illustrates the performance curves of Biased-SVM and BLSBD-SVM on the same data set in terms of AUC.
From Figure 1 , we find that BLSBD-SVM achieves superior performance than Biased-SVM in not only sensitivity but also effectiveness. In Figure 2 , Biased-SVM and BLSBD-SVM is comparable. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel local learning method BLSBD-SVM is proposed for PU learning. Experimental results have demonstrated that the proposed BLSBD-SVM is able to improve the F score and AUC on a real-world data set. The future work will focus on designing other local learning algorithms for PU learning. Furthermore, we will apply BLSBD-SVM in other practical applications of PU learning.
